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2020 Vision

Tackling the Tough Issues
LOMA’s Kerzner Describes Strategies for
Thriving In Challenging Times

ACORD’s Maciag Spells Out His Agenda
for 2012 and Beyond

By Claire Wilkinson

by Michael Voelker

The ‘Big Three’ issues that most
senior managers of life insurance
companies are very heavily focused on
right now are low interest rates, capital
and regulation/legislation.

We are looking ahead not just to
the next year, but to the end of this
decade. Our vision for 2020 is already
taking shape.

Robert A. Kerzner, CLU, ChFC,
President & CEO, LOMA

A

head of the 2012 ACORD LOMA
Insurance Systems Forum, the Daily News
spoke with Robert A. Kerzner, CLU, ChFC,
president and CEO of LIMRA, LOMA and
their parent organization LL Global, the
world’s largest association of life insurance
and financial services companies. The
combined organizations have over 1,200
members in more than 70 countries,
including most of the world’s largest life
insurance companies.

Daily News: The height of the financial
crisis may have passed, but economic
conditions remain volatile amid an
ongoing low-interest rate environment.
In this climate, what do you see as the key
challenges facing the industry in 2012
and beyond?
Robert Kerzner: The “Big Three” issues
that most senior managers of life insurance
companies are very heavily focused on
right now are low interest rates, capital,
and regulation/legislation. Low interest
rates are a problem for both companies
and consumers. The products that we can
create and guarantee and offer are very
affected by interest rates. Low interest
rates affect companies’ ability to price new
products and their ability to achieve pricing

Gregory A. Maciag, President
& CEO, ACORD

on products they previously created.
Consumers are negatively impacted too,
particularly those that are in retirement
on a fixed income. Low interest rates are
absolutely detrimental to our business.

F

ormer President George H. W. Bush
famously quipped about what happens
without “the vision thing” — a tendency to
lose sight of long-term objectives because
of the focus on near-term priorities. That
tendency exists not only in government,
When it comes to capital, if you look across
but in businesses and other organizations
the globe, governments are changing how
as well.
much reserves companies have to hold. In
the long run this will drive up how much “We trade off the future for the present all
capital companies need to maintain. Today, the time,” says ACORD President and CEO
some companies are already deciding not Gregory A. Maciag. “Sometimes it is done
to play in certain markets in the U.S. and on purpose for financial reasons, but most
elsewhere. If governments require too often it happens unintentionally simply
much capital that is going to be detrimental because the future offers less clarity than
on pricing and what products are available the present does.”
to consumers.
Overcoming the tendency to fixate on
There are many regulatory and legislative the present is something that ACORD
issues that are on life insurers’ radar works hard to accomplish, and Maciag’s
screens.
remarks on Wednesday focused squarely
Continued on Page 8 4 on the vision of ACORD for the future. “We
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are looking ahead not just to the next year,
but to the end of this decade,” he says. “Our
vision for 2020 is already taking shape.”

Shaping the Future
Maciag opened the 2012 ACORD LOMA
Insurance Systems Forum along with LOMA
President and CEO Robert A. Kerzner. An
overarching theme of Maciag’s presentation
was that ACORD is an organization that not
only provides support to the insurance
industry, it is also positioned to take a
leading role in influencing technological
developments to support business needs.
ACORD, he says, is aligning its vision with
plans and actions all leading to improved
delivery and implementation of the
standards.
“One of our goals is to provide true plug-andplay standards,” Maciag explains. “Another
is the deployment of a new model-based
standards development platform that is
already underway. Its core will be based on
the models from the ACORD Framework.
Having that new platform in place will
also allow us to change how we engage
our committees and how we manufacture
standards.”

Continued on Page 3 4

SOARING AHEAD.

INSURITY SEES GREAT THINGS ON THE HORIZON. In fact, thanks to our
recent acquisition by Genstar Capital, we’re on course to help P&C companies
find secure, flexible software solutions for policy administration. All delivered
quickly and efficiently to help you maximize new business opportunities.
For more information about how Insurity can help your business soar to new heights,
please call 866.476.2606 or visit www.insurity.com.
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Importantly, those standards are being directed by
stakeholders — insurers, agents and brokers, and solution
providers — using the latest collaboration technology. “The
future can be seen today because it is being shaped by industry
people with real-world knowledge and experience,” he says.
“In other industries, such as manufacturing, crowdsourcing
and other social networking techniques directly influence
design. We want to take full advantage of those collaborative
techniques as well.”

Improving Delivery
ACORD will also be changing the way it delivers standards.
“The future for us includes standards that are more timely,
simpler to implement, easier to maintain, and that better meet
individual requirements with greater granularity. We are also
creating a new ACORD Forms Portal on our website to better
manage the library of electronic forms making them more
accessible to both form users and solution providers who are
utilizing them within their products,” Maciag explains.
Web services will become more important in how standards are
distributed, and ACORD will change its methods accordingly.
“We are updating our systems to take advantage of web
services,” Maciag says. “That will allow us to provide more and
better ways for developers to access and consume standards
and utilize them in their products and services. “
Maciag detailed how insurers can measure the impact of
standards adoption within the enterprise. “We encourage
insurers to take an overarching enterprise view of industry
standards and to make them part of IT governance supported
by a rigorous cost benefit analysis,” he says.
Since it is often difficult to demonstrate future value of
standards adoption in exchange for dollars spent today,
ACORD is also working on tools to help members measure their
return on investment. “Because development projects that
involve standards compete with other priorities for resources,
those metrics are invaluable in justifying investments in

Custom Media Group
Elliot Markowitz, Director, Strategic Content
Lauren Houston, Manager
Leslie Stinson, Project Coordinator

standards,” says Maciag. “It’s also important to look at
the costs of not having Standards in place.” Plans are to
release the research results this October at the ACORD
Implementation Forum.
ACORD will also be introducing a new version of testing
and certification tools and a suite of utilities that will
span all the standards currently in place.
Maciag’s presentation also featured a short video on how
ACORD is upgrading and improving its communications
and social media platforms. Using more interactive
tools and leveraging Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and
streaming video are all part of the effort.
“People are busy today. We need to eliminate the noise
and provide timely, relevant information,” Maciag says.
This means providing its membership and the industry
with the information needed as well as a method for
communicating and collaborating on a wide range of
topics.

Embracing the Future
“The future is an exciting place,” Maciag says. “There will
be smarter phones, faster communications, wireless
electricity, cloud computing and more personal devices,
just to mention a few.” All of those developments will
impact the work of ACORD and are part of the current
planning process.
“We monitor trends, plug into research firms and
shape the ACORD vision, then plan accordingly,”
Maciag says. ACORD is also paying attention to mobile
applications, e-signature solutions, telematics, password
management, and electronic policy delivery.
“No one can say for sure what the future holds for
insurers” Maciag adds. “However, Industry standards
have proven to be enablers of business value that help
to ‘future-proof’ organizations from inevitable changes
in technology.” l

Thursday Highlights
Birds of a Feather Networking Lunch
What industry issues are on your mind? Talk
about them informally over lunch with your
peers, noon-1 p.m. in the Exhibit Hall. Table
topics include claims/P&C, core systems
strategy, analytics, social media and mobile
technology.
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Closing Address with Pat Williams
A renowned speaker and prolific author,
Pat Williams never fails to inspire. Don’t
miss Williams, senior vice president of pro
basketball’s Orlando Magic, as he closes
this year’s conference by addressing the
seven keys to leadership in the 21st century,
starting at 3:30 in the Sebastian Ballroom.
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The Crunch is Coming
Visionary Ayres Says Predictive
Analytics, Data-Driven
Decision-Making Will Drive
Insurance Industry Forward
By Bonnie Cavanaugh

R

enowned attorney, economist, and tech visionary
Ian Ayres will discuss number-crunching as a predictive
tool during his keynote address to attendees at this
year’s ACORD LOMA Insurance Systems Forum. The
basis for Ayres’s address is his New York Times bestselling book, Super Crunchers: Why Thinking-by-Numbers
Is the New Way to Be Smart, in which he explains how
companies can better compete in a data-based world
by using number-crunching to predict such human
behaviors as insurance fraud risk.
After all, it was analytics that led to the development
of the LoJack auto theft recovery system, a product the
insurance industry helped to develop, he says. Now,
predictive analytics will play a role in determining which
claims are more likely to be fraudulent, says Ayres.
A company that is not using regression and
randomization denies itself the use of two powerful
tools, he says. Randomized control testing is used in

medical and healthcare but
can also be used in many
business contexts.

I’m trying to talk to people about
how they can move beyond the
crunching of these numbers, to use
regression and randomization to
streamline their decision-making process
to make decisions based on them.

“One of the big things
I want to play into the
key traditional actuarial
approaches is to start using
the randomization tool to
randomize control trials,
the same way they’re used
in medical usage,” Ayres says. “Give some patients a placebo.”

Regression is similar to actuarial use already: a statistical
analysis that takes “monstrously large” data sets and statistically
finds out underlying factors that drive behavior, Ayres says. “In
regard to fraud detection, you could try to statistically profile
claimants as to which ones are more likely to be legitimate
claims, and which ones are more likely to be illegitimate
claims,” Ayres says.
Randomization can come into play when a large company
makes a small mistake and needs to set things right, which is
why many companies — although not many in the insurance
space — now have a data-driven apology policy in place, Ayres
says. Continental Airlines, for example, had a “quite successful”
experience in running an apology experiment.
“Even great companies will mess up once in a while. When you
mess up, how should you respond?” he says. There’s more than
one way a company might respond, but only one way that will
work best to retain business. Likewise, an insurance company

The Closer
The Orlando Magic senior vice president and highly
sought-after motivational speaker will agree, of course,
to open a conference or speak at a luncheon midway
through an event. But he prefers to “send people out
with enthusiasm” as they are ready to head home and
back to their offices.

can respond to a claim in many ways, but through
randomization, it may find there’s only one way that will
retain the most clients.
Such an experiment could be “as simple as it is useful,”
Ayres says. When an agent is ready to send out yearly
calendars to his clients, the experiment could be as
simple as sending calendars to some, but not to others.
Then the agent would determine the retention rate
between the two groups.
Provided the groups are made up of the same statistical
proportion of clients — the same number of lawyers,
tennis players, and so on — the result should show
that it’s the calendars that are driving the difference in
retention, he says.
“I’m trying to talk to people about how they can
move beyond the crunching of these numbers, to
use regression and randomization to streamline their
decision-making process to make decisions based on
them,” Ayres says. l

An Above-the-Rim Take on Leadership
from Keynoter Pat Williams

By Dave Lenckus

Daily News. “They always have; they always will.”

Pat Williams loves closing out a conference.

— Ian Ayres

As Williams discovered during the thousands of interviews he
conducted in researching his other books on not only sports
figures but also notable historical figures, an outstanding and
truly unique leader will have seven critical attributes:

1. Vision
2. The ability to communicate that vision
3. People skills
4. Character
5. Competence
6. Boldness
7. A serving heart

Williams, a sports industry executive for 50 years
and a prolific author, is scheduled to close out the
ACORD LOMA Insurance Systems Forum on Thursday
beginning at 3:30 p.m. The author of dozens of books
on achieving success in various facets of life and on
leaders in and outside of the sports world plans to
discuss the key elements of leadership. They are the
same factors that he examines in his latest book,
Leadership Excellence: The Seven Sides of Leadership in
the 21st Century.

Williams lists vision first, because, he says, “everything in
leadership starts with vision, or goals.”

“Organizations rise and fall on leadership,” Williams
observed during an interview with the ACORD LOMA

With vision and the next five characteristics, an individual
can be a “highly respected and successful” leader, he says.

A successful leader not only “envisions the future,” but also
sees further ahead, and with a broader perspective, than
other individuals do, Williams says.

R ose n S h i n g l e C ree k
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If, however, that individual also has the seventh
characteristic — a serving heart — “now it gets you a
leader for the history books.”
A leader with a serving heart, who “is in action all
the time,” understands that his or her role is not to
dominate, manipulate or maneuver others but to serve,
Williams explains. That leader’s thought process does
not focus on personal advancement but on bettering
the organization and the people in it.
“They’re kind of rare; we need more of them,” Williams
asserts, naming Mohandas Ghandi and Dr. Martin

Everything in leadership
starts with vision, or goals.
Luther King, Jr., anti-apartheid activist Nelson Mandela,
humanitarian Mother Teresa, President Ronald Reagan,
evangelist Billy Graham and legendary UCLA men’s
basketball coach John Wooden as people who had it.
You be the judge if Williams has it, too. l
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The Insurance Technical Evolution, 2012-2017
By Kimberly Harris-Ferrante

S

hifting and emerging market conditions are
making it more difficult for P&C and life insurers to
continue to operate with traditional business models.
Growing competition, shifting consumer expectations,
heightened regulatory requirements, and unstable
economic conditions make it imperative that insurers
evolve their existing business models and embrace new
technologies for survival.
Key to this is building strategies for consumerization
and digitalization. To stay competitive, insurers must
improve their awareness of changes in consumer
behavior, expectations and attitudes, including growing

risks around partner management, data security, and straightthrough processing.
Additionally, BPM solutions have been widely adopted within
the last several years for process automation, especially for
simple product lines and no-touch processing. In 2011 and
here in 2012, many insurers are shifting their focus to tools
to assist with productivity and decision improvements for
complex products. New approaches for complex decisions
in areas such as commercial/specialty lines P&C underwriting,
for example, are garnering more interest as companies seek
new underwriting workstation capabilities with enhanced
collaboration, data management/analysis, case management,
and
business
rules
management. This trend will
continue throughout the
next few years as companies
apply rules and process
management concepts to
both simple and complex
processes.

Companies must adopt a
digital business model, including
managing electronic channels,
content, output management,
and improved data capabilities.
use of social media, mobility, channel/interaction
preferences, multi-channel use, and product needs.
Additionally, companies must adopt a digital business
model, including managing electronic channels,
content, output management, and improved data
capabilities.
These two strategies are the mantra for many midto-large insurers in 2012 and will continue to be a
focus during the next three to five years as companies
make this transition. Within this transition, three
themes emerge: 1) new approaches for operational
improvement; 2) fulfilling customer-centricity; and 3)
product excellence.

New Approaches for
Operational Improvement
P&C and life insurers are still focused on reducing
costs and finding operational efficiencies. Traditional
topics such as legacy modernization, core systems
replacement, systems consolidation, the paperless
office, and business process management (BPM)
continue to be top of mind among CIOs.
However, new topics are on the horizon that will
help companies reduce operational costs and find
new efficiencies. For example, many companies are
evaluating alternative hosting platforms, including offpremise hosting, Software-as-a-Service, shared service
centers, and business process outsourcing, as a way to
reduce maintenance cost and total cost of ownership
for the IT environment. Having a distributed IT and
partner network will further allow companies to reduce
operating expenses. However, it also introduces new

Another area of investment
growth is data management
and analysis. Finding new
sources of data, including
third-party and social, and improved modeling (including
predictive modeling) are top of mind among many insurers as
they look for ways to improve pricing, claims handling, fraud
identification, and underwriting. Focus on improved data
management, big data and improved analytics are critical
success factors within the industry in 2012 and will be a key
differentiator through 2020.

Making Customer–
Centricity a Reality
Many insurers state the importance of customer centricity to
their business, but many fail to understand how to accomplish
this tasks and prepare for the next generation insurance
consumer. This has becoming a top initiative for 2012 and
will continue to be a focus through 2020 as insurers invest
in knowing the customer through enhanced customer data
management and analytics, integrating the channels to
provide mutli-channel access, strengthening the website
experience, offering mobile access for sales and service
activities, claims transformation, and empowering the agent
with new tools/technologies.
Included in this effort is building digital agencies and optimal
call centers which have improved transactional capability
and interaction with customer (including video on demand,
social presence, and mobile support). Empowering agents,
distributors, and customer service representatives to be more
effective and leveraging new technologies such as social
media, improved sales force automation, agent analytics, and
mobile technologies are essential. Furthermore, revamping
websites to support real-time processing, interactive
capabilities (e.g., chat and Skype, for example), and improving
the user experience through the use of gamification are other
milestones for insurers during the next few years.

R ose n S h i n g l e C ree k
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Product Excellence
Insurers often overlook the need for both product
innovation and management. Having new processes
to help reduce complexities in their products through
rationalization, as well as simply the process for creating
new products in order to reduce speed to market for new
product are essential. Leveraging product configuration
based tools will help companies with both objectives, as
well as pave the way to offer product bundling at point
of sale in the future and the ability to efficiently launch
products targeted at customer segments versus mass
market.
Additionally, insurers need to find new ways to gather
product intelligence including customer product
needs and competitive offerings. Using crowd-sourcing
and mining social media for customer trends and
competitive intelligence are two examples of how
innovative companies are learning more about product
needs. With this intelligence, companies can identify
new products to be delivered and improve product
pricing with improved intelligence on risk. Technology
evolution is also opening new opportunities for P&C
insurers for products using telematics devices , as well
as may play a disruptive role with the transition to the
autonomous car during the next 10 years.

The Path Forward to 2020
Creating new strategies aimed at transforming
traditional business practices to be customer-centric
and operationally efficient will continue to be a priority
through 2020, with new technical advances in mobile
technologies, predictive modeling, and consumer
electronics leading the way in revolutionizing insurance
processes. Adopting these technologies, in addition
to those in existence today in areas such as agent
automation, analytics, and core systems will help P&C
and life insurers be more successful. l
Kimberly Harris-Ferrante is vice president and
distinguished analyst with Gartner, a global
information technology research and advisory
company.

Traditional topics such as
legacy modernization, core
systems replacement, systems
consolidation, the paperless
office, and business process
management continue to be
top of mind among CIOs.
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Does the Paperless Route Pay?

Session to Debate Pros and Cons of Electronic Document Delivery

D

By Dave Lenckus

oes the reality of a paperless office really live up
to all the hype? Or are there sound business reasons
to consider keeping around the laser printer, reams of
copy paper, boxes of manila folders, and rows of filing
cabinets?
A panel of producer and electronic document delivery
experts are scheduled to examine those questions
during a Thursday morning session at the ACORD
LOMA Insurance Systems Forum. The hour-long session,
“Electronic Document Delivery — Look Before You Leap,”
begins at 11 a.m.
Session panelist Bill Levinson, managing partner at
brokerage general agent Levinson & Associates in Coral
Springs, Fla., sees reason not to completely abandon
paper and ink in favor of data bits and bytes. But the life
insurance wholesaler executive certainly appreciates a
paperless office environment and all the ways it helps an
organization cut costs and improve efficiency. Indeed,
Levinson himself runs a paperless office.

Why Paperless is
Financially Prudent
The various benefits of going paperless cannot be
overstated, he says. For example, electronic document
delivery saves a tremendous amount on postage.
Factoring in overnight delivery charges and employee
time to send a package, the cost of mailing a single
policy to a buyer totals $35.
Income and cash flow for the producer and agency also
suffer when policies are mailed rather than delivered
electronically, Levinson points out. “We and the agent
are not paid until the client signs the delivery receipt

Factoring in overnight
delivery charges and employee
time to send a package, the
cost of mailing a single policy
to a buyer totals $35.
and pays for the policy.” On average, the policy turnaround
time when processed through the mail system is 11 days, he
notes.
The average length of that process is driven up not only by the
time to physically deliver policies but also by the additional
time to redeliver policies to clients after they inadvertently fail
to provide a signature on certain pages or provide additional
data the underwriter is seeking, Levinson says.
Even worse than delayed payments, such misdelivery
problems can lead to lost business, according to Levinson. The
resulting delays in policy issuance account for 15% of all cases
when clients do not purchase the coverage they have asked
agents to place for them, he says.

Keeping a Foot in the Door
With electronic document delivery yielding significant savings
and improved cash flow, why even consider sticking with
the paper route? Because it does still offer some incomegenerating possibilities, according to Levinson.
When they hand-deliver policies to clients, agents “get their
foot in the door for other sales,” Levinson says.
Currently, though, agents hand-deliver only about 35% of
life insurance policies, Levinson said. Considering the cost of

gas, agents typically have little desire to drive around
chasing cross-sale opportunities, he says. Instead,
agents can upsell or ask for referrals when they follow
up an emailed policy with a phone call to their clients,
he says.
Additionally, agents can include electronic flyers on
other products when emailing policies to clients. Of
course, despite the advantages of electronic document
delivery, “there will always be the agent who prefers the
hard copy,” Levinson says. “But those numbers will get
smaller and smaller over time.”
The biggest challenge for agencies right now is training
agents to conduct business in a way that is different
from how they have been doing business for years,
perhaps decades, Levinson observes. But once agents
learn how to electronically conduct business, “then it’s
off to the races.”
Any resistance to electronic document delivery likely
will be only a function of how user-friendly the system is
and how well it performs, Levinson says. At his agency,
Levinson has seen agents in their 50s, 60s and 70s
embrace paperless practices and technologies. Agent
resistance emerges when a system is difficult to learn or
does not function properly. In those cases, any agent will
abandon it “halfway through” the learning process and
return to “the old process,” he says. “So, it’s not really the
case” that older agents resist technological advances.
Also scheduled to speak at the session are Yolanda
Austin, program manager, life and annuity, at ACORD,
Chris Chartrand, a senior director at Genworth Life &
Annuity, and Greg Reynolds, product manager at Aplifi
Inc. in charge of developing the industry’s first multicarrier e-policy distribution service. l

Tackling the Tough Issues
4Continued

from Page 1

Historically when you look at our model, the biggest
changes that have occurred are related to legislative
and regulatory change as well as demographics. Over
the next couple of years what regulations actually come
into play could have a substantive definitive impact on
the future of the business. At the same time, companies
are spending more time, more focus, and more resource
on regulatory issues. That is taking their focus away from
how to grow, how to be more innovative, and frankly
puts very tight restraints on what they can do.

DN: Which products do you see providing growth
opportunities in 2012 and beyond?
RK: Demographics have driven tremendous growth
in our business over the last two decades as the Baby
Boomers move through. One inescapable statistic is that
10,000 boomers a day are attaining age 65. No matter
how you slice it, there are still many people saving for
retirement and thinking about what they have saved in
retirement. For that reason, products that have an eye
toward long-term savers, such as annuities and 401K

savings, will be where there are significant opportunities for
growth. Permanent life insurance has also been growing the
last few years, both universal life with cash value and whole
life.

they are underinsured for life insurance. On the plus
side this means that both producers and life insurers in
the U.S. still have reasons for optimism. The need for our
core products is greater than ever before.

DN: Research suggests people are not saving enough for

DN: What role do you see the digital world, including
the Internet, social media, and mobile apps playing in
the industry going forward?
RK: The ability of people to talk to each other via
a mobile device could be one of the most significant
changes since the creation of the computer. Over the
next five to seven years we think this could create a
massive shift in how people buy insurance and how
people do business. For a producer, this new world
could allow them to be much more productive than
they have been able to be historically. While compliance
issues and concerns have slowed development, this is
an emerging area that will change how we do business
in the future. l

retirement. Do you agree?
RK: Lack of retirement savings is a global crisis. Our
research shows that two-thirds of non-retired Americans are
not confident that they are saving enough money to make it
through their retirement. Some 70 percent of Americans also
have less than $100,000 in investable assets. Clearly there is
a massive gap. I believe Americans are headed for retirement
hell. They are not going to have that wonderful retirement
that they envision. In the downturn we did see Americans
reduce their debt but that did not allow them to have much
to save. In a recent study MetLife found more than half of U.S.
consumers say they are living paycheck to paycheck. Other
data suggests 70 percent of Americans only have enough
liquid assets to make it 30 days or less in the event of the death
of the breadwinner. And 58 million U.S. households believe
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The Imperative to Automate

Session to Explore Misconceptions,
Successes Around Underwriting Automation
When it comes to insurers’ attitudes toward
underwriting automation, it shouldn’t be a matter
of “if and when” but rather “what and how,” says Deb
Smallwood.
“A full 88 percent of insurers in our research are
investing in underwriting projects or initiatives,” says
Smallwood, founder of Strategy Meets Action. “There
definitely is a high level of interest in the technology.
Insurers need to establish clarity around what solutions

facing web portals for the casualty/umbrella, errors
and omissions, and healthcare lines of business.
Torus also uses the platform internally for straightthrough processing of small- to medium-sized
commercial accounts in ISO-based lines.
“Deploying an underwriting automation solution
allows us to focus our underwriting intelligence
on accounts that require high touch, especially in
casualty and umbrella lines of business,” Manley
says.

By Michael Voelker

Underwriting automation is not
just about achieving straight-through
processing. Instead, it is about using
technology to assist the
underwriter and
streamline the
underwriting process.

“We were finding a lot
— Charity McGill,
of our underwriters
Product Manager, Accenture
wanted to go after
larger accounts but
were buried by their
“Automation is about bringing everything to
volume of small and
underwriters’ fingertips,” says McGill. “One of the most
medium accounts. A lot of those
frustrating things I’ve seen is that as a company moves
small accounts were very similar in
— Deb Smallwood, Founder,
beyond commodity lines and into high-touch products,
nature and perfect candidates for
Strategy Meets Action
underwriters spend an enormous amount of time
automation.”
building an analysis case and putting information into
After starting its U.S. business
are available and how they can be best used to achieve
a single underwriting file. They can really benefit from
just three years ago, Torus has been able to grow to over $1
their underwriting automation goals.”
having all that information brought to them.”
billion in written premium, an achievement that Manley says
Providing that clarity is the objective of today’s session,
“The definition of automated underwriting includes
couldn’t have been reached without increased efficiency.
titled “Underwriting: Challenges, Creativity and
improving the efficiency in underwriting process and
“Underwriting automation has been key to managing our
Myths.” Smallwood joins co-presenters Charity McGill,
supporting the effectiveness in underwriting decisions
growth,” he explains. “We reduced the quote process from 12
product manager at Accenture, and Justin Manley,
with the use of software, tools, data, and analytics,”
minutes
to
four,
and
we’ve
increased
our
quote
hit
ratio
to
87
CIO at specialty insurer Torus, to provide insight into
Smallwood explains. “The level of automation applied
percent.”
market trends and insurer successes and struggles in
varies depending on type/size of risk, line of business,
deploying automation solutions.
and underwriting strategy. The role of the underwriter
Manley says that if there is one message he would like to
may change; it depends on level of automation and the
instill it is that underwriting automation doesn’t equate to
“A key theme of the session is that underwriting
type of automation.”
underwriter replacement. “We’ve continued to grow and
automation is not just about achieving straight-

Insurers need to establish
clarity around what solutions
are available and how they can
be best used to achieve their
underwriting automation goals.

through processing,” McGill says. “Instead, it is about
using technology to assist the underwriter and
streamline the underwriting process.”

A Study in Automation
Streamlining the underwriting process was a benefit
targeted by Torus. Manley will highlight the company’s
experience with implementing Accenture’s Duck Creek

hire because we’ve used automation to help expand our
business,” he says. “Underwriting automation doesn’t have to
lead to job elimination.”

Maintaining an Edge
Smallwood says that the high level of investment in
underwriting automation indicates that there is a “sense of
urgency” around the technology enablement.

Underwriting
automation doesn’t
have to lead to job
elimination.

“In a competitive landscape, insurers need an edge,
and what differentiates an insurance company
are product, price, and service,” she explains.
“Underwriting automation tools help insurers bring
on new risk types and products, allow for consistent
and disciplined pricing precision, and allow insurers
— Justin Manley, CIO, Torus
to become innovative. Automation will also free
underwriters to spend more time on more difficult
risks, have more time to expand relationships with
the agent or broker, and improve overall response
Policy Administration platform. The system, branded
and
service.
It’s a win-win for everyone.”
internally as “Escape,” supports three different external-
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Growing Role for
Technology
Interest in automation will continue to grow. Carriers
first began deploying solutions in personal auto
and expanded to homeowners. Today, automation
of businessowners, small commercial, and workers’
compensation is more commonplace, and carriers are
finding ways to move automation into middle market
and larger commercial lines.
The lesson for insurers is that this type of technology
investment will become table stakes. Without it,
the pricing precision, efficiency, cost saving and
effectiveness will not be there,” Smallwood says.
“Companies without underwriting automation will
ultimately lose their competitive advantage, exactly
what we witnessed in the personal automobile
space.” l
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A Sea Change.
Insure the Success of Your ACORD Implementations
With the Tried and Proven XCS eiConsole for ACORD
ACORD Members: Download One Free License* at www.acord.org
Non-Members: Download a 90 Day Free Trial
The XCS eiConsole for ACORD is a graphical IDE that helps you develop, validate, and test ACORD
interfaces at record speed. Over 50 Carriers, third party providers, and distributors have relied on the
XCS eiConsole to enable the successful implementation of the ACORD Standard and have realized an
astounding ROI. And now, the XCS eiConsole for ACORD supports even more insurance and ACORDspecific requirements with a suite of productivity features including:
UÊÊÊStep-by-step instructions for building and testing an ACORD message.
UÊÊ Pre-built templates for ACORD LAH and PCS transactions.
UÊÊ ÊVv}ÕÀ>LiÊValidation Processor for schema validation, Schematron, and complex business rules.
UÊÊ Êº«Ì]ÊVV]Ê`À>}]Ê>`Ê`À«»Êgraphical Data Mapper for building complex XSLT data transformations.
UÊÊ A Schema ManagerÊÜÌ Ê ", V«>ÌÊ`iÊiÝÌiÃÃÊ>`Ê«Ì>`VVÊÃV i>ÊºÃV}».
UÊÊ ÊÌi}À>Ìi`Êi`Ìi`Êinterface testing capability including connectivity to trading partners and more.

Download Your Free License*
or Your 90 Day Free Trial and
Test the Waters Today!

the XCS eiConsole fnor ACORD!

can build pWotots Todaype interfaces and test
them end-to-end including connectivity
to the Source and Target systems. There
is also an XCS eiPlatform Emulator
built into the XCS eiConsole that
will let the user simulate running
multiple interfaces and complex
workflows in production.
Dive in today and give it a try!

Demos Every 10 Minutes at Booth #303
ACORD LOMA Insurance Systems Forum

To learn more and download your
free license* visit: www.acord.org then
IMPLEMENTATION > THIRD PARTY TOOLS or
download your free trial at our web site

www.PilotFishTechnology.com / 860.632.9900 x511
UÊ"iÊvÀiiÊViÃiÊ«iÀÊ ", ÊiLiÀÊV«>Þ°ÊÀÊV«iÌiÊ`iÌ>ÃÊÛÃÌÊÜÜÜ°>VÀ`°À}°
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Scenes from Acord Loma 2012
The Orlando Forum in Photos
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A ‘Caliente’ Closing Party

Music, Other Cuban-Themed Festivities to Put a
Celebratory Cap on This Year’s Forum

A

fter three exhausting days spent
networking, soaking up information and
scurrying from meeting room to meeting room,
you might be inclined to retire early to your hotel
room Thursday evening. But then you would
be missing one of the most electrifying events
on the ACORD LOMA Insurance Systems Forum
agenda.

“A Night in Havana” is the theme

for the closing event of the 2012 Forum, and you
don’t have to travel to Cuba to get a flavor for it.
Attendees would be wise to reserve a little fuel
in their tanks for a night of Cuban-style food,
culture, and entertainment.

“There is a strong Cuban influence in Florida
that offers many rich cultural and culinary
opportunities,” says Joan Orentlicher, LOMA’s
assistant vice president for meetings, conferences
and travel, explaining the event’s cultural tie-in.
“We felt it was the perfect theme for our closing
night party.”

shoes comfortable enough for dancing if the spirit
moves you. And since this is a Cuban-themed event,
we’ll supply the Fedora.
An evening that might cost you a few hundred dollars
in Miami costs you nothing with an ACORD LOMA
badge (be sure to bring yours — it’s required to enter
the closing party). Guest badges for the closing event
are also available for purchase at the registration desk
until 4 p.m. on Thursday, May 17, at a cost of $25.

So bring a friend — and be sure they bring
their dancing shoes, too! There will be plenty
of time to put your feet up later… l
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Slated for Thursday, May 17, from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. on the Gatlin Terrace of the Rosen Shingle
Creek, this year’s conference headquarters, the
event will feature music by the Caliente Band,
the house band at the world-renowned Bongos
Cuban Café, a Florida-based group of musicthemed clubs/restaurants owned by Gloria and
Emilio Estefan. This is the time to show off your
dancing moves, or at least watch others show off
theirs, including the six professional Latin/salsa
dancers who will be on hand to perform over the
course of the evening.
Adding to the festive atmosphere will be a stilt
walker, cigar girls handing out chocolate cigars,
and an authentic cigar maker rolling real cigars.
But there’s more to the closing night party than
entertainment. An open bar will be serving your
favorite drinks, including a real Cuban crowdpleaser, the mojito. Hungry after a long day of
meetings? Check out the menu of Cuban-themed
food, which includes sweet potato coconut
chicken, beef empanada, mini Cuban cristo,
tomato chow chow, and plenty of additional
selections, along with a living dessert table that
you have to see to believe.

5
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There’s dancing on the menu, but this is no formal
event. Instead we recommend casual attire and

Rosen Shingle Creek
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Plan for the Future of Insurance.
Prepare with Innovation Solutions.
Create Success with Exceptional Results.

S

uccess today does not imply success tomorrow, and you know well that planning for tomorrow can be a
difficult task. How do you prepare for the future of insurance while maintaining operations, systems and
processes based on a legacy paradigm? Thinking strategically about what the future may hold is key.

Plan for the Future

 Transform your business
model
 Reconsider term renewal and
upgrades of existing systems
 Launch new brands

 Expand to new markets
 Expand distribution channels
 Introduce innovative products
 Move to Quasi-Virtual Model

 Reposition service as a market
differentiator
 Replace legacy core systems



Prepare with
Innovation
Solutions

 Best-of-breed suite with
rich insurance functionality
across the entire value chain,
inclusive of internal and
external business capabilities
 Robust, common business
and technical architecture
underpinned by the “Rule of
One”

 Data mastery foundation with
BI, analytics, data warehouse,
ETL and data conversion
 Full audit-ability of all changes
for compliance and risk
management
 Upgradeability ease and
speed

 Innovative, non-standard
pricing models beyond
traditional term licenses
 Unique shared risk/reward
implementation model
 Flexible, proof-ready delivery
models including on-premise,
ASP, SaaS, BPO and Cloud

Create Success
with Exceptional
Results

 3 months to launch insurance
specific analytics and
dashboards
 12 weeks to launch a new
product in a new market
 6 months to launch an
existing auto and home
product portfolio

 Conversion of 2.4 million
policies and history with 100%
accuracy
 Multi-country implementation
of claims across 11 countries
 ROI in a single month for
analytics
 SaaS / BPO implementation

for 100+ insurers
 Productivity improvement of
more than 40%
 10% LAE improvement with
BPO Services
 Cloud deployment on
PureSystems in minutes
versus days

“Innovation” is in our
DNA, helping insurers
break their legacy
paradigm with:



Innovation Group clients
are preparing for the
future with these results:

CELENT Customer Base CELENT
2011
Breadth of Functionality
2011Advanced Technology 2011
CELENT

Customer Base 2011

Breadth of Functionality 2011

20

As you plan and prepare
for the future, what areas
are critical to consider?

12



Advanced Technology 2011

Reader Recognition of Visionaries
In Business and Technology Solutions

banshee

The future of insurance is unfolding … Prepare with Innovation Insurer. Built for change, Today and Tomorrow!
#futureofinsurance

76 Batterson Park Road
Farmington, CT 06032
United States

Visit Innovation Group
in the ACORD-LOMA exhibit
hall in booth #1010, and find
out how you can be a part of
Innovation Group’s Future of
Insurance Initiative and take
part in the industry
scavenger hunt!

t: 860.674.2900
f: 860.674.1059
e: info@us.innovation-group.com

Speed to BusinessValue
with the

power of

Dragon

Flexible and Extensible Policy Management, Billing and Rating Solutions

͞KƵƌ ƌĞůĂƟŽŶƐŚŝƉ ǁŝƚŚ KŶĞ^ŚŝĞůĚ ŚĂƐ ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚ ƵƐ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ
ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇƚŽďĞƉĂƌƚŽĨĂƵƐĞƌĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇŽĨƚŚŝŶŬĞƌƐ͘/ƚŚĂƐďĞĞŶ
Ă ƚƌĞŵĞŶĚŽƵƐ ĂƐƐĞƚ ƚŽ ŚĂǀĞĂ ƉĂƌƚŶĞƌƚŚĂƚ ǀŝĞǁƐƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ ƚŚĞ
ǁĂǇǁĞĚŽͶĂƐĂǁĂǇƚŽŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĞĸĐŝĞŶĐǇĂŶĚŝŵƉƌŽǀĞƐĞƌǀŝĐĞĨŽƌ
ŽƵƌĂŐĞŶƚƐĂŶĚŵĞŵďĞƌƐ͘͟
Stuart Tainsky, CIO & Senior Vice President

508-475-0300 | 888-663-2565
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